Yardbirds: The Ultimate Rave-up. 288 pages. Greg Russo. 2001. Crossfire Publications,
2001. 9780964815780
YARDBIRDS, THE ULTIMATE RAVE-UP is a great companion piece to all the Yardbirds' recorded material. While nothing beats listening to those long-ago classic recordings,
Russo's book gives the fans a wider knowledge of and appreciation for the group. I hope Russo does a sequel focusing in greater depth on the music similar to the BEATLES
RECORDING SESSIONS book. Highly recommended. ***** 9,400 Helpful Votes! Yahoo!News The Yardbirds: Ultimate! A new 2CD anthology that will cover the band from their
earliest to latest period. If you don't currently own any Yardbirds CDs, and were wondering where to start, this might be the place. June 18, 2001. I just received my copy of the
revised Crossfire Publications book, Yardbirds - The Ultimate Rave-Up by Greg Russo. It contains substantially more information than before about live shows, recording dates, It also
has a number of reproductions of live show advertisments, band photos, The book is available for $23.95 + $3.00 shipping from: Crossf Having a Rave Up with the Yardbirds, or
simply Having a Rave Up, is the second American album by English rock group the Yardbirds. It was released in November 1965, eight months after Jeff Beck replaced Eric Clapton
on guitar. It includes songs with both guitarists and reflects the group's blues rock roots and their early experimentations with psychedelic and hard rock. The title refers to the driving
"rave up" arrangement the band used in several of their songs. The yardbirds having a rave up album rare gold metalized record frame display. C $224.55. or Best Offer. +C $74.85
shipping. From United States. Yardbirds Having a Rave Up with The Yardbirds LP VG/VG Master RARE LABEL ERROR.Â The yardbirds autographs a signed ultimate rave up book
by the 2003/04 band. C $108.86. Buy It Now.Â YARDBIRDS : ULTIMATE RAVE-UP By Greg Russo *Excellent Condition*. Excellent Condition! Quick & Free Delivery in 2-14 days.

